
Chagwang Ngalso Reiki

   

The Tibetan tradition has incredibly profound medical knowledge and is not made up simply of
religious and philosophical teachings. Modern science confirms the benefits of new drugs or
treatments by analysis using instruments. But many doctors and patients have personally
experienced the results of Tibetan healing methods and have also confirmed the benefits.
   
   Today, there are many new sicknesses that doctors are unable to cure, for which there are no
drugs. Sickness is caused by an imbalance in our emotions and the five elements. Nowadays,
all the elements that make up our outer and inner worlds are sick: the air that we breather, the
water we drink and the soil where we grow our food are all polluted; yet we still need to use
them to survive.  It is very important for our health that we take care of and heal the elements.   
 
   We are experiencing many negative side effects nowadays. - not only from environmental
pollution but from the medicines we take to cure us. We need to do something to overcome
these negative side effects, which also influence our mind and are then reflected in our physical
body.
   
   Some symptoms are accumulated through external causes, such as our diet, the weather, our
behaviour and so on, but some have their cause many years in the past. Chagwang NgalSo
Reiki gives us a method to deal with the hidden causes of sickness, and to heal disturbances
that do no manifest evident symptoms.  Sickness can also be connected to astrological
influences or to our karma accumulated in the past.     
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Chagwang Ngalso Reiki

           Chagwang Ngalso Reiki gives the individual healer more hope, more power and moreconfidence.  It removes any doubts that we might have about whether or not we are trulyhelping others.  It gives us the ability to heal both the sicknesses with manifest symptoms andthose without.  Sicknesses with no symptoms are like thieves lying quietly in wait; but if wefollow with attention our doctor's advice, using Chagwang NgalSo and meditation at the sametime, we have the power to eliminate them.   According to Chagwang NgalSo Reiki, each of our fingers is empowered with the qualities andpower of one of the ten Supreme Healers. On the right hand we have the healing powers of theFive Dhyani Buddhas and on the left the Five Great Element Mothers. The hand is a mandala, amap of the whole universe. The lines on our hands are elemental patterns, which the Tibetanmedical and tantric texts explain in great detail.          Some testimonies.           “During the activation of Chawang NgalSo Reiki by Lama Gangchen Rimpoche every fingerand atom of my hands were empowered with unlimited light-energy. Since that moment I feelthe blessing of the Five Supreme Healers and their cool moon quality in my right hand and thehot sun quality in the palm of my left hand. Each finger radiates and tansmits special healingenergy precisely to the different points of pain and blockages to the patient.”      “Chagwang NgalSo Reiki is a path towards Enlightenment, both for the therapist and thepatient because it not only serves to develop healing and harmony but also offers the possibilityto obtain supreme realisations.      In Chagwang NgalSo Reiki, the practitioner must connect to his/her essential purity andengage in the visualisation of the divinities within, using the vibration of the seeed syllables andcolours.  The practitioner is not working alone, but in each session is invoking the GreatMothers and the Supreme Healers, who help by working through the practitioner's hands.      The Chagwang NgalSo Reiki practitioner does not heal, he/she awakes the healing potentialin the patient, activating his/her abilities so that their inner purity emerges and makes contactwith theit innate buddha-quality.”      This text is taken from the English version of the book “Chagwang Ngalso Reiki” by LamaGangchen Rimpoche. while some of the testimonies are translated from the more recent Spanish edition of the samebook.  
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